Medieval bed: making a simple 1:24 scale rope bed

My latest Tudor Inn required some beds for paying guests. I have made these
double size as the guests of the day were often required to share a bed.
Materials: Use 5mm thick wood or
MDF.
1.

headboard and foot board, same
size.

2.

4 x legs

3.

2 x side rails 1cm x 7cm

4.

Cord for ‘roping’

5.

Sandpaper

1cm x 2.5cm

On the head and foot boards and side
rails mark a line 5mm from bo om
edge and drill holes about 6mm apart.
4 -5 across the head and foot boards, 7
along the sides. I found it easier to have
odd numbers a er doing my ﬁrst
prototype.

Follow the diagram for doing the side to
side roping. Red arrows for lengthwise,
blue arrows for crosswise. Pull ght as
you go. Knot where indicated. Use a
long needle as it is easier.
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NB: I ﬁddled a bit with this as I wanted
a neat end. Four holes didn’t do it so I
back s tched through the end holes
and kno ed the string on the inside. Do
what you think is neat.
Make a ma ress out of a co on. Dirty it
a li le with coﬀee or tea. You want it to
look a bit disgus ng. Normal for the
mes. I don’t think they had pillows.
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Now it is ready for a few guests and
probably a few ﬂeas!

Assembly:
Sand all rough edges.
If you want the head and foot board to
look like rails imprint the line of the
boards now.
Glue the rails, bu ng up against the
head and foot boards and the edges
with the holes all on the same level. i.e.
ﬂoor level at this stage.
When the glue is dry, turn upside down
and glue the legs on. They will be the
same height as the head and foot
boards.

On reﬂec on I don’t think I made
this ma ress thin and mean
enough. It looks too comfy!
Roped and stained

Once it is all dry, stain with a wood
stain or paint brown. Take care that
you don’t get stain or paint blocking the
holes.

Diagram for stringing or roping
See my note above.

Roping the bed.
This is ﬁddly at this scale but using
threaded needle start at one side of the
head of the bed. Make a knot so it
doesn’t pull through the hole. Take the
cord down the length of the bed and
through the corresponding holes in the
foot board.

I am happy for you to share this
with friends and would like any
credit given if you put it in a
club newsle er.
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